CULTURE ACT

Call for
Participants
August 2021 - January 2022

What is the project about?
International volunteering, including European Solidarity Corps (ESC), allows youth to
work together in an international team and develop various skills and attitudes: crosscultural communication and appreciation/understanding for cultural differences,
communication and problem-solving skills, self-development, increased selfconfidence, teamwork, and many more.
Youth organisations’ trainers, youth workers and active members play a big role in
facilitating these engaging learning processes. Culture Act is therefore organised to
provide them with innovative improv skills to better facilitate the intercultural
learning process during international volunteering.
Culture Act has the following objectives for you:
to gain experiences in non-formal education and improv theatre as an inspirational
method to improve facilitation and promotion of international volunteering and ESC,
to be equipped with cross-cultural competencies to facilitate interaction with
(international) youth groups and international volunteers back home,
to create new improv methods to facilitate and promote cross-cultural
communication,
to develop an action plan to be implemented in your organisation’s context as well
as at the international level.

How does the project look like?
Culture Act includes the following steps to
reach its objectives:
Two online sessions to prepare for the
training course (14 and 21 August)
A 5-day training course to provide the
participants with improv theatre skills to
promote and facilitate cross-cultural
exchange in international volunteering (29
August - 4 September in the Netherlands,
including travel days)
An implementation phase in which the
participants practise and implement the
skills and knowledge gained during the
training
back
home
(SeptemberDecember)
An online evaluation of the activities
organised (8 January 2022)

Participants
We are inviting anyone that recognises the profile below to apply for Culture Act:
Have interest and or experience in international volunteering and cross-cultural
communication,
Willing to learn more about improv theatre to promote and facilitate cross-cultural
communication,
Be an active (voluntary) (staff) member in the partner organisations involved,
Committed to participate in all 4 phases as described above,
Interested in creating friendship and sharpening cross-cultural sensitivity with IVS
group leaders from all around Europe,
Minimum 18 years old,
Sufficient level of English to express oneself during the training course and seminar.

Arrangements
Accommodation and meals during the training course are provided
There is no participation fee for Culture Act
Travel compensation as per below:
EUR 180 (until 500 km) or EUR 275 (500 km and more) for participants from
Germany (as calculated here)
EUR 275 for participants from Estonia, France, Italy, Serbia, Spain
EUR 360 for and compensation for visa costs for participants from Greece and
Turkey
Compensation for visa costs for participants from Turkey (capped by EUR 60
each)
Train tickets (return) for Dutch participants
Please note that we will use a small amount of the travel compensation to
arrange pick-ups and drop-offs on the arrival and departure days
You will need to be based in one of the countries listed and travel to/from your
country to be eligible to participate in Culture Act.

Please do not book any tickets until you are confirmed to participate in
Culture Act!

About SIW
SIW Internationale Vrijwilligersprojecten (SIW International Volunteer Projects) is a
Dutch non-governmental, non-profit voluntary service organisation that was founded in
1953. The mission of SIW is to allow (young) people to discover their impact abroad. This
is achieved by bringing volunteers into contact with different cultures. Every year, SIW
sends approximately 150 volunteers abroad. Besides that, SIW organizes around 5 IVS
camps in the Netherlands every year in cooperation with Dutch organizations like the
Dutch State Forestry, Emmaus (international charitable movement to combat poverty
and homelessness) and asylum seeker centres. SIW is part of international networks like
CCIVS, the Alliance and SCI.

About Culture Act
Culture Act is a project that is supported by the Erasmus+ Programme of the
European Union. The project is coordinated and implemented by SIW in close
collaboration with the partners.
The training course and online sessions will be facilitated by Csenge Fazekas, Pujiarti
and Rob van Leeuwen, who have gained a lot of cross-cultural competences through
their training work as well as living abroad. They are experienced facilitators, while
they are improv theatre lovers too :)

What's next?
Apply by 1 July 2021 through https://forms.gle/h5j8G2tHfzuxuQXd6. Results will be
shared by 15 July 2021. In the unfortunate case of ongoing travel restrictions due to
Covid-19, the organisers may need to decide to postpone the project.
Any questions about Culture Act?
Contact Rob van Leeuwen: rob.van.leeuwen@siw.nl!

